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Fairy dragon scale dnd 5e pdf 5e

I've basically created a whole homebrew world and will be making my own homebrew artifacts and such. You can see in dim light within 60 feet of you as if it were bright light, and in darkness as if it were dim light. Using telepathy, the dragon can magically communicate with any other faerie dragon within 60 feet of it.Magic Resistance. My question
is, is this too over powered? Would this be a very rare item that i should go later in the campaign? They were particularly fond of the amicable halflings, with whom they shared a great enjoyment of the lighter side of life, and the industrious gnomes, who were always tinkering with the most fascinating trinkets. The dragon exhales a puff of euphoria
gas at one creature within 5 feet of it. This effect lasts for 1 minute or until it succeeds on a Wisdom saving throw at the end of its turn. Limited Telepathy. Hit: 1 piercing damage. The dragon has advantage on saving throws against spells and other magical effects. The dragon stays out of sight, watching invisibly as its victims contend with its pranks.
Faerie Dragons mature earlier than most dragons, usually at around 5 years, although they are not considered "emotionally mature" (in a relative sense) until they are around 50 years old. STR 3 (-4) DEX 20 (+5) CON 13 (+1) INT 14 (+2) WIS 12 (+1) CHA 16 (+3) Skills Arcana +4, Perception +3, Stealth +7 Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive
Perception 13 Languages Draconic, Sylvan Challenge 1 (200 XP) for a red, orange, or yellow faerie dragon; 2 (450 XP) for a green, blue, indigo, or violet faerie dragon Superior Invisibility. Faerie Dragon Names[edit] Faerie Dragons have no real naming conventions, names being a relatively new concept to them. Once you cast this spell, you may not
do so again until you finish a long rest. Your creature type is Dragon. I was going to give the armor a +15 to magic resistance and allow the mage to have it enchanted or enchant it themselves if they have the ability. Dragon Color Age Range Red 5 years or less Orange 6-10 years Yellow 11-20 years Green 21-30 years Blue 31-40 years Indigo 41-50
years Violet 51 years or more Tiny dragon, chaotic good Armor Class 15 Hit Points 14 (4d4 + 4) Speed 10 ft., fly 60 ft. A typical Faerie Dragon is around 2 feet long and weighs in the area of 5-10 pounds. You can exhale a puff of euphoric gas at one creature within 5 feet of you. The creature understands you only if the two of you share a language. I
was going to allow at most, two additional enchantments, but maybe only one due to the already existent magic resistance. Where wild Faerie Dragons change in color as they age, running the entire spectrum of the rainbow as they get older, the descendants of those who settled into learning the ways of the civilized races can be born any color, and
often times have scales that shine in multiple colors at once. I'll try to shoot you a thank you as well, but I don't get much of a chance to respond regularly. On a 6, the target behaves normally for the turn. You know the dancing lights, mage hand, and minor illusion cantrips and can cast them at will. The creature must succeed on a Wisdom saving
throw with a DC equal to 8 + your Constitution modifier + your proficiency bonus. The target doesn’t move, and the only thing it can do on its turn is make a DC 11 Wisdom saving throw, ending the effect on itself on a success. The only warning of a faerie dragon’s presence is a stifled giggle. You can't discern color in darkness, only shades of
gray.Dragon. You cannot use this flying speed if you are wearing medium or heavy armor. 5-6. Using telepathy, the dragon can magically communicate with any other faerie dragon within 60 feet of it. All faerie dragons have innate spellcasting ability, gaining new spells as they mature.Superior Invisibility. The Colors of Age. As the dragon ages and
changes color, it gains additional spells as shown below. Travelers can play to a faerie dragon’s draconic nature by offering it “treasure” in the form of sweets, baked goods, and baubles in exchange for information or safe passage through its territory. The target takes no action or bonus action and uses all of its movement to move in a random
direction. The target must succeed on a DC 11 Wisdom saving throw, or for 1 minute, the target can’t take reactions and must roll a d6 at the start of each of its turns to determine its behavior during the turn: 1-4. A creature that fails its save cannot take reactions and must roll a d6 at the start of each of its turns to determine what it must do for that
turn. On a roll of 1, the target moves in a random direction and takes no actions or bonus actions. Your Dexterity score increases by 2, and your Intelligence score increases by 1.Age. The mage, should he/she choose to wear it, will be able to have a set of faeire dragon scale mail created which will be very fine as the scales will be alot smaller than
regular dragon. Your size is tiny.Speed. Magic Resistance. Any equipment the dragon wears or carries is invisible with it.Limited Telepathy. As a bonus action, the dragon can magically turn invisible until its concentration ends (as if concentrating on a spell). Physical Description[edit] Faerie dragons are notable for their brightly colored scales. You
are immune to spells and effects such as hold person that specifically target humanoids.Faerie Dragon Magic. They also don't follow typical gender naming conventions, with both males and females taking whatever name pleases them the most. Euphoria Breath (Recharge 5-6). Over time, these Faerie Dragons who descended from the settlers noticed
their natural magical powers weakening, but also noticed they could learn how to train themselves to be stronger in ways their ancestors and wild cousins could not. They dislike humorless individuals and will often try even harder with their jokes in order to get them to stop being so serious. Thanks in advance for any responses. A faerie dragon has a
sharp mind, a fondness for treasure and good company, and a puckish sense of humor. So, I'm currently writing a campaign and in it, if things go a certain way, the PC's will have a chance to rescue four faerie dragons being held(two mated pairs) and forced to create their euphoric breath, so that it can be used in making a very potent, very addictive
drug. Society[edit] Faerie Dragons live in all societies of the world, and will display the customs of whatever society they grew up in, but retain their playful nature from days past, often playing harmless pranks on their neighbors and friends. Once you use this feature, you can't do so again until you finish a short or long rest.Languages. I was going to
do this around PC level 5. All faerie dragons have innate spellcasting ability, gaining new spells as they mature. Back to Main Page → 5e Homebrew → Races They can live upwards of 5000 years.Alignment. The faerie dragon has advantage on saving throws against spells and other magical effects. In addition, when you take damage while flying, make
a Constitution save with a DC equal to 10 or half the damage is taken, whichever is higher. Although considered boorish for their overall lack of a sense of humor, some of these playful tricksters began to live among humans, elves, and even dwarves. A faerie dragon is a cat-sized dragon with butterfly wings. Although they have lost access to some of
their natural magical prowess in the process, they have learned how to grow in power and gain access to greater magics through more than just age. You have a flying speed of 30 feet. Charisma is your spellcasting ability for these spells.Flight. Evil faerie dragons use their tricks for vicious purposes, often to cause grievous harm for their own
amusement.Size. Innate Spellcasting. Faerie Dragons love playing tricks above pretty much anything else, but very rarely are they malicious. Most are chaotic, and usually lean towards good. Your base walking speed is 30 feet. Another question, now that i think about it, would be is level 2-3 too early for wererats? You can read, write, and speak
Common, Draconic, and Sylvan. A typical Faerie Dragon resembles a dragon the size of a house cat with colorful, gossamer wings, similar to a butterfly's. Invisible Tricksters. Darkvision. I was thinking of using chain shirt armor as a template. Faerie Dragon Traits[edit] Magical dragons that have eschewed living wild to be closer to more potential
targets for their pranks.Ability Score Increase. I have looked around and I don't see any templates or previous versions of this, so I was going to create a version myself. It wears a sharp-toothed grin and expresses its delight by the twitching of its tail, its merriment fading only if it is attacked. A faerie dragon’s scales change hue as it ages, moving
through all the colors of the rainbow. × 1 lb. Is it not powerful enough? Random Height and Weight[edit] BaseHeight HeightModifier* BaseWeight WeightModifier** 1′ 10″ +1d4 4 lb. When its fun is done, the dragon might reveal itself, depending on the disposition of its “prey.” Friendly and Bright. Additionally, you know the invisibility spell and may
cast it once, targeting only yourself. If you fail the saving throw, you fall to the ground.Minor Telepathy. Any equipment the dragon wears or carries is invisible with it. You can speak telepathically in this way to one creature at a time.Euphoric Breath. If they are successful, one of the rewards will be that one of the females who was on deaths doorstep
will molt or shed her scales before going back to the Twilight Glade(my Fey Wild). This variant of the more wild counterparts have settled among the races of the world, studying and learning their ways. On a 2-5, the target moves in a random direction. The dragon’s innate spellcasting ability is Charisma (spell save DC 13). A faerie dragon's scales
change hue as it ages, moving through all the colors of the rainbow. You can speak telepathically to any creature within 30 feet of you. It can innately cast a number of spells, requiring no material components. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. The armor will be so fine that it can be worn under a robe or tunic. Red, 1/day
each: dancing lights, mage hand, minor illusion Orange, 1/day: color spray Yellow, 1/day: mirror image Green, 1/day: suggestion Blue, 1/day: major image Indigo, 1/day: hallucinatory terrain Violet, 1/day: polymorph Bite. Occasionally they will take on names from whatever culture they live in, twisted with humor to fit their personality, or will simply
call themself something playful and ridiculous. History[edit] Being naturally curious, it was only a matter of time before a small section of wild Faerie Dragons began to wonder how the two-legged races of the world lived.
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